Painting a New Life: The Chief Chronicles
By Jennifer M. Keeler for

Chapter One: The Long Road to a Fresh Start
The striking black-and-white paint gelding paused
halfway down the trailer ramp to take a good look
around at the rolling bluegrass fields of Kentucky. It was
his first look at the next chapter of his life.
Every horse has a story, and this one is no different. The
horse affectionately called "Chief" has a background of
which all the pieces
are difficult to put
together. Born on a
paint breeding farm,
he spent brutally cold
winters and harsh hot Rescue horse "Chief" gets his first look at a new life.
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himself. Food was scarce, shelter was nowhere to be found,
and human contact was inconsistent. After bankruptcy and
foreclosure, Chief and his companions were destined to take
a one-way trip to
the auction house
and
possibly
a
deadly end.
A long journey finally ends in "horse heaven",
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In the summer of
2012, HorseShow.com seized the opportunity to adopt
six-year-old Chief and give him a second chance. While
his story may not be as tragic as many fellow "rescues",
and we will make every effort to ensure that his story
will ultimately have a happy ending, he still has a long
road to travel. During a three-month layover at a
gracious farm in southern Michigan, he experienced for
the first time the joy of unlimited grass and hay,
packing on precious pounds to fill his 16-hand frame.
Then, in late September, Chief took one last journey to
Chief takes his first steps into a hopeful future.
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horse heaven - Lexington, Kentucky, where he will be rehabilitated and trained for his new life
as a riding horse and potential competition mount. But it won't be easy: he is in desperate
need of veterinary, dental, and farrier care after years of neglect. He doesn't trust that people
can be a source of inspiration and kindness. And he is barely halter-broke.
Accepting the responsibilities and challenges of a rescue horse can be daunting, but also
infinitely rewarding. Follow HorseShow.com's journey with Chief as we walk with him into a
whole new world.
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